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Data You Can Trust … Powering the Leading Tourism 
Organizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most tourism organizations understand that data matters and get data from traditional sources for hotels, but there is one huge source of market disruption hitting destinations right now. For example, our company came about because the vacation rental sector’s rapid growth prior to, but certainly accentuated by the pandemic. Many destinations have never collected any short term rental Tax Revenues or Data. Even those who had collected either, were only able to do so by asking lodging operators to manually submit weekly or monthly excel spreadsheets to their tourism departments which would then be painstakingly compiled into reports that were irrelevant as soon as the data was submitted. In 2021, Destinations deserve better. The destinations on this screen saw this emerging market and saw that to be successful, they needed to get their eyes on and in some cases advocate for their vacation rental markets. Getting more complete data that extended beyond hotels was going to improve their success. 



Identify the Data

Evolving Datasets = More Data

Scraped Data
• Generally unreliable

• Can’t provide vital data like actual revenue or anything about guests

NEW DATA SOURCES

Direct Source Data
• 100% accurate KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) of your market

■ Occupancy, Average Daily Rate, RevPAR & more!

Competitor Market Data
• Compare performance to similar markets

• Which competitors are recovering, what feeder markets are they attracting and for which dates are they 
booking

Feeder Market Data
• Visualize Emerging Feeder Markets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diving into the Vacation Rental example, scraped Data is the OG in vacation rental data, but destinations relying solely on scraped data are in dangerous territory, maybe even careless, if they could have access to data directly from lodgers. For example, in terms of vacation rentals, scraping can’t see Owner Stays, Maintenance holds, and many other tremendous factors that impact how much money is coming to your destination from the sector. As an example, to make a unit more attractive listing a Vacation Rental Manager may advertise their properties without fees like cleaning or service fees which can be thousands of dollars. In addition, VRM’s can offer Concierge and add-ons that can amount to hundreds of thousands per property manager. Direct source data accounts for all the nuances because the reservations systems communicate more details about the filled dates on the calendar and more importantly guest stay information. Direct Source data also provides details about competing markets than one can deduce with scraped data. “Austin is a great example with SXSW and seasonal unavailability” Another example is “Cape Cod during the initial covid shutdown.”



Data at the speed of now

Need real-time data for real-time decision 
making

You can’t see what you don’t look at

Collect the Data

Being Informed Begins at the Source

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collect & Report OnOnce your organization is aligned around what success looks like, the next step is to make data actionable by making performance insights accessible on-demand. + Data needs to be at the speed of now for  you to provide accuracy with up-to-date and historical performance data. In order to do that, it needs to be from the source. In our case, we obtain data from the Reservations Systems of Lodgers directly...BECAUSE...  + ...You NEED real-time data for real-time decision making. That’s what allows you to Report findings to stakeholders within your organization, so that you can alter strategy and make a difference. As an example, at Key Data, we update that data at least twice daily in a dynamic dashboard meaning that all calculations and visualizations are updated automatically. Of course, it’s all for naught if you don’t use the data. + So, You can’t see what you don’t look at, so if you have dynamic data, which again, you need in today’s world, monitor, monitor, monitor so that you can uncover opportunities while you can still do something about it. We provide automated, emailed reports that force a person to pay attention to the changes. 



Measure the Data

Pick KPIs & Set Goals

Pick the KPIs that will track your output 
and measure your impact.

Confidently set goals that are achievable.
❏ Goals should be SMART (Specific, 

Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and 
Timely)

❏ W, Double-R: Write, Read and Revise

Presenter
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MeasureSuccess can’t be achieved unless it’s defined & measured. The first step in becoming data informed is to pick KPIs and set goals that will measure the success of your organizations’ initiatives. + Pick the KPIs that will track your output and measure your impact.+ Confidently set goals that are achievable.When we talk about goals, we often overlook how to set good ones. I always operate using the SMART acronym. All goals should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Timely. As an example Let’s increase our visitors from insert target market here to my destination by 10% over the summer by August 1st. The Tour of Excellence: W Double RWrite those goals down, read those goals, and revise if needed. Remember Failure is success in progress.Now it’s time to ActFocus on the data that can move the needle. If you work with your lodging providers to obtain your data, you’ll be able to identify opportunities like our friends at Advance Travel and Tourism will talk about now. 



Acting on the Data - Case Study: 
Beaufort, SC

A Strategy in 4 Phases

• One of the first in the region to adapt messaging to 
the times and go live with marketing

• Evolved marketing from total shutdown to “new 
normal” in 4 phases

• Demonstrates how to use data to create and 
optimize marketing strategy: from messaging, 
targeting, channel decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JDABBS – START - To show you how data can work for your business, we’re going to walk you through our work with Rob Wells, President & CEO of Visit Beaufort, Port Royal, Sea Islands South Carolina. (review bullets)Let’s begin by showing how we could use some of the data from Key Data Dashboard as well as industry and your own internal data to make better decisions and optimize marketing strategy.



Case Study: 
Beaufort, SC

The view from April 2020 versus April 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the directional reports from Key Data Dashboard is the APO – This snapshot shows us what we were seeing as of April 21st last year on the bottom – dotted line versus what we’re looking at today as of April 19th 2021.  And by June – 21, we will transition to Fall travel promotion.  



Case Study: 
Beaufort, SC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The revenue booking report is another good forward looking indicator.  This report shows us day by day (or week or month), how much revenue and how many reservations were made on a particular day.   By looking at when bookings are coming in YoY, we can start to see the effect of when our marketing is making a difference regardless of the changes in the booking window. You can compare this to your GA data – to see overlap.



Case Study: 
Beaufort, SC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traveler origin heat map data helps us to see shifts in origin markets – by pulling this report over differing time periods, we can start to see seasonal trends and notice the emergence of new markets.  We also rely on GA – website traffic – by origin – and by website content and conversion – we can know what areas of the country are looking/interested in what content – Lodging vs Activity reveals intent – COVID example.Other Data We consider - 



Case Study: 
Beaufort, SC

Additional Data Inputs:
• Campaign Metrics – metrics will reveal steps you need to take to optimize and evolve 

your strategy

• Google Analytics
• Content engagement
• User GEOs and Reach fluctuations

• Owned Data Sources
• Newsletter lists
• Visitor Guide form fills by date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traveler origin heat map data helps us to see shifts in origin markets – by pulling this report over differing time periods, we can start to see seasonal trends and notice the emergence of new markets.  We also rely on GA – website traffic – by origin – and by website content and conversion – we can know what areas of the country are looking/interested in what content – Lodging vs Activity reveals intent – COVID example.Other Data We consider - 



Market Conditions – March-April
• March to April - Stay at home ordinances – Feeder markets not traveling

• Occupancy drops 30%+ over PY

• Future bookings drop below  300/month

• By May – Bookings begin dramatic comeback

• Local Sentiment – low in March – warming mid-April to limited opening

Determining When to Begin AgainCase Study: 
Beaufort, SC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BART START WITH MARKET CONDITIONs- Let’s zoom in to phase One – On the ground market conditions – reviewEarly indicators from our Google Analytics showed renewed interest building late April to early May.  As a top line metric, website traffic was a great indicator, but let’s dive deeper.



Google Analytics for 
Optimization
• Targeting (GEO and behaviors)
• Audience Interests
• Optimizing creative & messaging

Phase One – May-July ‘20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s first define our targeting for Beaufort.  Based on past occupancy data, web traffic and other inputs, we defined three target areas that you can see in the map in the middle – (review as desired)  In May we saw website traffic heat up from both primary and secondary markets.  They were definitely starting to dream about traveling again and engaging deeper with content including “places to stay” in the primary markets. The secondary markets were starting to view activities – showing a willingness to engage with activity and scenic content, but not showing the buying intent seen in the primary market visitors – SO WE HELD OFF ACTIVATING PAID CAMPAIGNS THERE.These early indicators let us know that it was time to turn on the campaigns and begin to reach out to visitors again



Market Conditions
• March to April - Stay at home ordinances – Feeder markets 

not traveling

• Occupancy drops 30%+ over PY

• Future bookings drop below  300/month

• By May – Bookings begin dramatic comeback

• Local Sentiment – low in March – warming mid-April to 
limited opening

Phase One – May-July ‘20

Search
Top performing keywords and ads had 
more to do with Things to Do than 
places to stay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Search Strategy – THINGS TO DO WERE THE TOP PERFORMERS – and that’s where we started – Events went away – so all of a sudden those search terms wouldn’t help.Search turned back on, but with more upper funnel keywords.  Rather than diving into booking/buy now ads, we focused on Things to Do in market.This exercise will help you at any time.  Regularly reviewing Google Trends, search terms/keyword performance will help you understand their interest and how to take those interests into creative and web content and additional channels for marketing.



Market Conditions
• March to April - Stay at home ordinances – Feeder markets 

not traveling

• Occupancy drops nearly 30% over PY

• Future bookings drop below  300/month

• By May – Bookings begin dramatic comeback, occupancy 
slower

• Local Sentiment – still not ready for huge influx/advertising

Marketing Strategy 
• High level branding and exposure targeting primary –

secondary – 2-hour drive markets only

• Focused on video and outdoor visuals

• CTA subdued – “Learn More”

• YouTube & CTV – targeting travel interests

Phase One – May-July ‘20
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
BART - Now we layer on occupancy and booking data – and we start to see a really good picture of activity heating up.  While we experienced a near 30% occupancy drop in April, by the beginning of May we’re starting to see occupancy warm up compared to the normal year of 2019 – with June and July future occupancy trending positively too – based on the May first look – remember this is May 1 view – from both 2020 AND 2019.Layering on the May Booking data – and we see May conversion acdtivity started to heat up – meaning we were in for a bit of a comeback that could help boost occupancy through the summer months. – JDABBS - So how did all this data impact the campaign? –review marketing Strategy – social was purely story ads, limiting commenting – we just didn’t want to have the general public’s anxious comments while we were trying to raise awareness and minimize urgency.



GA – Phase Two Optimization
• Secondary Market activity increasing 

throughout the summer
• People willing to travel further
• Overall website activity heating up

Phase Two – Aug-Nov ‘20

Targeting
Content

Traffic Volume

Market Conditions
• Loosening restrictions

• Increase in positive traveler sentiment

• Schools delaying opening/virtual classes

• Bookings for August stayed strong (shorter 
booking window)

• Local market sentiment more accepting of stronger 
CTA’s for out-of-area visitors

Presenter
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BTHAU – Market Conditions JDABBS - Going into August, we began to optimize for the FALL months.  But this wasn’t like previous years, where we saw precipitous drops at the end of high season.  During the pandemic, schools were starting later, and the summer sort of melted into the fall – more like a fade than a hard cut.GA showed secondary campaign markets heating up even more.  Content about what-to-do and lodging was also in the top 10, but COVID precautions and traveler hesitancy was still going to need to be addressed front and center – people wanted to know how the DMO was addressing COVID-19 and what they could expect when they came.  This pushed our targeting out further to 4 hour drive markets.Video was used to retarget both people searching for Beaufort area content and website visitors – performing well.



GA – Phase Two Optimization
• Secondary Market activity increasing 

throughout the summer
• People willing to travel further
• Overall website activity heating up

Phase Two – Aug-Nov ‘20

Search
• High search volume for Hunting 

Island State Park
• Driving a lot of site traffic and 

conversions
• Updated campaign segments and ad 

copy to have a bigger focus on 
outdoor activities and Hunting 
Island.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outdoor started to trend more – as people were looking to do more outside of their houses – and looking for vacation ideas that would take them into spacious nature activities. So, we updated campaign segments and ad copy to have a bigger focus on outdoor activities specifically Hunting Island in this case.  The cost per conversion became really cost effective for us here. –Another example of how you learn from your campaign and optimize other areas. 



Market Conditions
• Loosening restrictions

• Increase in positive traveler sentiment

• Schools delaying opening/virtual classes

• Bookings for August stayed strong (shorter 
booking window)

• Local market sentiment more accepting of 
stronger CTA’s for out-of-area visitors

Marketing Strategy 
• Softly ask travelers to consider planning trips

• Engage  with survey that reveals preferences

• Outdoor/spacious imagery – video & FB/IG stories 
driving traffic

• YouTube and Connected TV delivering branding/high-
funnel messaging

• Search & Display retargeting from search

Phase Two – Aug-Nov ‘20
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We start to see positive occupancy numbers, booking.  But, let’s begin with MARKET CONDITIONS on the ground;  By August, we were loosening restrictions… (READ THESE LEFT SIDE BULLETS)We’ve actually surpassed 2019 occupancy numbers during the phase 1 and with good booking numbers from July through the fall, all FORWARD looking indicators area showing a stronger than normal 2020 – as of August 1st.   Even though occupancy and booking by day numbers decreased, they didn’t do so as dramatically as in past years.  We might have pulled back in previous years, but seeing these strong trends, we kept budget in market, adjusted messaging and worked to drive great numbers.  JDABBS - Market Strategy – based on campaign metrics (engagement, CTR, Conversion rates) month by month, we started shifted budget to the videos, ads and channel combinations that drove the best results.  We also introduced a new element into the mix – Social ads with survey questions.  The questions gave us some helpful info about prospects, but the most important feature was they drove more engagement from our targeted travelers.Our CTA moved from simple “learn more” to asking travelers to “consider” traveling with lines like Find your inner coastal…and Remember why you fell in love with the Low Country.  These subtle changes gave permission for folks to plan and book travel without alienating people who weren’t ready. 



GA – Phase Three Optimization
• Secondary Market activity increasing 

throughout the summer
• Booking window increases
• Low funnel activity increases
• Overall website activity heating up

Phase Three – Nov-Feb ‘21

Traffic Volume

Goal Completion – Visitor Guide Requests

Goal Completion – Lodging Searches

Market Conditions
• Traveler sentiment continues to increase

• Occupancy exceeding 2019 levels

• Future bookings continue strong trend even 
in winter months

• Season doesn’t have hard stop seen in 
previous years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bart – Market Conditions –JDABBS in a normal year, Beaufort would have been slowing down their campaigns.  But based on analytics and overall increases in traveler sentiment – it was important to keep driving lower-funnel activity – and it really paid off – as we saw Visitor Guide Requests increase and lodging searches move up going into 2021.It’s important that we don’t’ just look at one metric – like traveler sentiment – but pay attention to al of our metrics and what they are saying to us – occupancy, polls, survey data, campaign data, and our own Analytics. 



GA – Phase Three Optimization
• Secondary Market activity increasing 

throughout the summer
• Booking window increases
• Low funnel activity increases
• Overall website activity heating up

Phase Three – Nov-Feb ‘21

Search
• Search volume increased for lodging options in 

Beaufort and surrounding areas. 
• Prospects started to planning spring vacations. 
• Adjusted ad copy to reflect spring travel 

planning with heavier focus on lodging. 
• Broke out goal completions for VG vs Lodging to 

optimize directly for more lodging partner 
referrals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Search volume increased for lodging options in Beaufort and surrounding areas. Prospects started to planning spring vacations. Adjusted ad copy to reflect spring travel planning with heavier focus on lodging. Broke out goal completions for VG vs Lodging to optimize directly for more lodging partner referrals



Market Conditions
• Traveler sentiment continues to increase

• Occupancy exceeding 2019 levels

• Future bookings continue strong trend even 
in winter months

• Season doesn’t have hard stop seen in 
previous years

Marketing Strategy
• Strengthen CTA 

• Placing more focus on driving hotel outbound clicks. 
Book now. Plan 

• Poll ads move from when to where do you want to 
stay/what to do  - answers and engagement influence 
next month’s creative

• Added Video retargeting on YouTube from search

Phase Three – Nov-Feb ‘21
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Presenter
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NO Hard Stop winter – Beaufort is not usually a year-round destination – but with the pent-up demand from the pandemic – we saw more interest and decided to stay live with marketing resulting in higher visitation numbers in these previous lean months. We quickly shifted strategy, still respectful of groups fearful to travel.  Instead of a full “book now” business as usual CTA, we softly asked travelers to consider traveling.  This gave permission to folks on the sidelines wanting to book, but didn’t offend folks with strong negative sentiment, who we wanted to stay engaged with.In late fall, we launched poll ads on FB to learn more about the users we were targeting. Are they 2-3 hours away or 3-4 hours away. Do they prefer a beach house or cozy cottage? Are they families or couples? We launched these questions to three different audiences. Leisure (targeting our top 5 markets from analytics) a database audience (targeting people who have signed up for the VG) and site remessaging. Each one offered a little bit of a different story for who they were.



Phase Four – March forward

Ads Performed well in Phase 1-2

Performance Diminished by end of Phase 3 

Creative Campaign Metrics –
Phase Four Optimization
• Reviewing engagement and 

conversions can reveal changes in 
traveler behavior

• “Always testing” philosophy helps you 
catch trends early and double down on 
what’s working by shifting budget

Market Conditions
• Most attractions/venues open

• Occupancy staying strong YoY

• Future bookings close to PY levels

Presenter
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For phase four, let’s highlight the importance of looking at another data input – campaign metrics.  We’ll focus on these social ads that were doing really well for us in earlier phases.  Travelers were really concerned about open spaces and a low-key, low-population feel.  But, headed into March and the Spring, our travelers changed their tune…



Creative Campaign Metrics –
Phase Four Optimization
• Reviewing engagement and 

conversions can reveal changes in 
traveler behavior

• “Always testing” philosophy helps you 
catch trends early and double down on 
what’s working by shifting budget

Phase Four – March forward

New “Front Porch Ads” outperformed wide-open scenic scenes

Still Testing a variety of calls to action – coupled with different offers

Market Conditions
• Most attractions/venues open

• Occupancy staying strong YoY

• Future bookings close to PY levels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These “Front porch” ads did two things for us – One – it showed the unique culture and feel of the “city” scene in the area, and two it highlighted how unique the Beaufort area is in offering quanit hotels and lodging you can’t find in every coastal destination.  We also tested calls to action coupled with offers – switching up between Book Now, Learn More and showing lodging, but offering a vacation guide – for those higher in the funnel.  All of these ads showed strong performance in March



Creative Campaign Metrics –
Phase Four Optimization
• Reviewing engagement and 

conversions can reveal changes in 
traveler behavior

• “Always testing” philosophy helps you 
catch trends early and double down on 
what’s working by shifting budget

Phase Four – March forward

Search
• Keywords started trending for Fripp Island
• Organically, keywords related to beaches, Fripp

Island, and vacation rentals trended higher 
informing paid strategy

• Adjusted ad copy and segments to focus on 
beach lodging

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These “Front porch” ads did two things for us – One – it showed the unique culture and feel of the “city” scene in the area, and two it highlighted how unique the Beaufort area is in offering quanit hotels and lodging you can’t find in every coastal destination.  We also tested calls to action coupled with offers – switching up between Book Now, Learn More and showing lodging, but offering a vacation guide – for those higher in the funnel.  All of these ads showed strong performance in March



Market Conditions
• Most attractions/venues open

• Occupancy staying strong YoY

• Future bookings close to PY levels

Marketing Strategy
• Hyper-focused on leads and conversions

• Nearly all CTAs ask users to book, sign up, or request

• Target markets expanded – new markets revealed 
through GA/location data

• More reliance on paid search coupled with social/display 
to reach users starting to plan and close them quickly.

• “Front porch” ads drove more conversions than 
nature/beach photos

Phase Four – March forward
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Results

Presenter
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As we move into May, we start to see some positive change in booking.  Pent up demand from the initial lockdowns drove more website traffic and ad engagement that we were able to see in upper funnel metrics like CTR and web traffic.  Then, in May, the booking by day numbers started to increase. We quickly shifted strategy, still respectful of groups fearful to travel.  Instead of a full “book now” business as usual CTA, we softly asked travelers to consider traveling.  This gave permission to folks on the sidelines wanting to book, but didn’t offend folks with strong negative sentiment, who we wanted to stay engaged with.We added a poll to ads that increased engagement with our ads AND gave us some 1st-hand traveler intent data – family vs couples, time-frame to consider traveling, etc.



Additional Data Inputs

Owned Data Sources
• Newsletter lists
• Visitor Guide form fills by date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What other data do you collect?  Do you do surveys, Contests, ask for interest in on your form fills?  Using these basic inputs coupled with affordable data appends from 3rd party sources can help you tremendously as you try to better understand travelers and expand into new markets.



Your 
Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many DMO’s don’t prefer to put packages together, but this is a great opportunity to put things together that could help people plan their trip and know what to do when they get there.  Pre-planning can help alleviate stress and take the pressure off the traveler to research what’s open and not and what’s available – Can the DMO website be the expert “insider” site for COVID-19 post-season travel.Picnic spots – lists of restaurants



Daniel Leifeld
Director of DMO Sales

daniel@keydatadashboard.com

Contact Us



Special thanks to 
our partner:

advancetravelandtourism.com

Joseph Dabbs, Senior Director
jdabbs@al.com

Bart Thau
VP Marketing & Research

Joseph Dabbs
Senior Director of Sales

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know all of your are members of STS, but I want to take this time to say how grateful we are to be a multi-year marquee sponsor of STS.  We appreciate the tremendous value in education, networking and conferences that they bring to our industry.  Thank you STS.  �We’ll have a recording to today’s webinar posted on our website: advancetravelandtourism.com in the next few days and will send out a follow-up email with a link.  Thanks for joining us today!



Advance Travel & Tourism is a destination marketing team 
within Advance Local, one of the leading media and 

marketing companies in the United States. From local to 
regional, national or international, we reach travelers 

everywhere.  

Advance Travel & Tourism works with travel partners across 
the US, with local account managers waiting to meet you in 
person (or on Zoom in today’s environment). Our hands-on 
approach ensures we understand your needs and creates a 

solution that meets your goals 
and budget. 

advancetravelandtourism.com

Joseph Dabbs, Senior Director
jdabbs@al.com
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I know all of your are members of STS, but I want to take this time to say how grateful we are to be a multi-year marquee sponsor of STS.  We appreciate the tremendous value in education, networking and conferences that they bring to our industry.  Thank you STS.  �We’ll have a recording to today’s webinar posted on our website: advancetravelandtourism.com in the next few days and will send out a follow-up email with a link.  Thanks for joining us today!
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